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Wevinghou$e Energy Systems 355 

Electric Corporation 
December 8, 1989 
vRA-89-757 

14r. W. R. Cartwright, Vice President 
Nwclear0serations 
Virginie ower 

Innsbrook Technical Center 
5000 Dominion Boulevkrd 
Glen Allen, Virginia 23060 

Dear Mr. Cartwright; 
Virginia Power 

North Anna Unt# 1 and 2 

The following attachment deals with an 'iconsistency which has been found 
between the plant £CCS configuration assamed in the input to the Westinghouse 
suppllvd loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) iralyses umed to demonstrate 
compliance with the requirements of IOCFR50.46, and the configuration 
currently allowad in U'; teshnicdl apecifi-atiors. In the event of a LOCA.  
the safety injection (SI) flow rates from the emergency core cooling syst#m 
(ECGS) may be l~r than the flow rates assumed in the LOCA analyses. A 
review of the otential effects on the Calculation of the safety injection 
flow used in t46 large break and Wmall break LOCA ECCS analyses indicates that 
the analy'si results 1ay Incur a penalty for the peak Cladding temperature 
(PCT) Ca culation.  

After careful review, It has been determned that this inconsistency 
constitutes a "DefectO in Westinghouse .SLpplied talsty analyses which are 
part of the basii to the tactitlcal 3pOQV1itatiens, As defin.4 in 10CFR2I. a 

e~ect is a condition or circumstance i"Olving a basic c€fpanOent that could 
contribute to the exceeding of a ,&fity limit, as du flnted in the technical 
specifications for oporations Issued pursuant to 10CFR50. A basic component, 
as defined in IOCFR21, Includes the safety analyses performed as part of 4he 
bases to the technical specification.  

The actual ECCS configuration, as defined by technical specifications and 
teriodic tests, may result in flow ratl -which are less than those used in the 
LOCA analyset to demonitrate compliance with the requirements of 1OCFR50.46.  
This problem was discovered while performing revised LOCA analyses, and has 
been investigated by Westinghouse to determine applicability and impact.  
Westinghouse does not believe that a s'lJstantial safety hazard (ms defined in 
IOCFR21.3) 6Xistso However, 4n onrevimw-d safety question nriy exist, .
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because, until each plant's ECCS conýiguration and analysis assumptiOns are 
reviemed, it cannot be determined if :he margin af slfety as eefined in the 
basis for the technical *p;cificatiom has been roduced. Information Is being 
provided such that you may perform this review.  

Should you have any questions or recuire further information. please 
Gontact me.  

A separate letter has been sent pertaining to $urri (VPA-89-580).  

Very truly your*, 

D. Re Seynon, Jr., manager 
Customer Projects Department 
Virginia Area
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ATTACHMENT

BACKGROUND 

In calculating the current analysis of record Westinghouse LOCA ECCS flow performance, the following assumptlans were made to determine minimum 
injection flow.  

1) The Charging/SI pump runout was established at the maximum flow specified by Westinghouse. System resistance calculations were based on the vendor rated pump peý-formance at the runout flow rate. The corresponding system ref1stsi:. remained constant through the 
remaining plant operation.  

2) The resistance in each in4e:tlon branch line was such that equal flow "would exist in each branch line for the sane backpressures (that is, each Charginl/S injection line would have equal flow at the same backpressure .  

3) One Charging/Sl injection Ilie was assumed to spill and be lost for 
core cooling.  

4) The Charging/St pumps wore dagradod uniformly by 5% of the de'vslo;ed 
hoed at the design point.  

5) The CharginI/Sl flow passong through the reactor coolant pump seal 
injection I ne was assumed to be lost.  

6) The amount of seal Injection flow was based on an assumed system 
resistance.  

For North Anna Units I and 2. the following assumptions were applied in 
calculating ECCS flow rates.  

Charging/SI pump runout head/flow a 1800 ft/650 gpo 
Charging/SI Injection line flow imbalance a 10 gpm 

Charging/St seal injection flow at runout a 65 gpm 

Charging/Sl pump degradation w S99 ft 
Baied on a review of these assumptIcnr, and Westinghouse's understanding of your plant configuration, three IstLes have been identiierd nhich are discussed below.  

Ittu 
As previously stated, the RCP seal injection flow it runout conditions was awined to he 6. gnm. ThiA carreaponda to a specifin Beal injection line system resistance, which is used in generating ECCS flows for LOCA analyses, As long as the actual resistance is equal to or greater than that used in the



calculation, this assumption is met or exceeded. This assumption Is verifie 
by Standard Technical Spe#ification (STS) 3.4.6.2.o, which compares measured 
seal Injection flow at normal RCS pressure to a calculated value based on the 
analysis resistance.  

In reviewing your technical specifications and WestingIhouse ECCS flow 
calculations, it has been determined that the North Anza technical 
spe:ification value of 30 gpm Is Irconsistent with the ECCS flow 
cal:ulations. The seal injection ;iotng resistance associated with the 
technical specification is less tnan that assumed in the calculations; 
therefore, additional Charging/S Iflcw would be pumped throulh the seal 
injection line. For a large beak LCCA, this potentially could result in 

tim; runout and/or a reduction of flow injected into the core. For a small 
reak LOCA a reduction of flow inJected into the core would result.  

To assess the discrepancy between t-ýe RCP seal injection line resistance 
assumed in the generation of ECCS flova for LCCA analyses and the RCP seal 
injection line resistance associatoc with the technical specification, an 
evaluation was performed, based on a representative plant, to determine the 
possible charging/SI flow reduction, 

Based on a parametric study, pump runout would be no higber than an additional 
15 gp%, Westinghouse believes that if this runout had occurred, that the 
Charging/SI pump would have operated without any safet-related problems.  
This engineering judgment Is based on evaluati.ons perfornod on similar plants.  

For the large break LOCA transient the ECCS flow reduction to the core would 
be less than 10 RM. B*eauae the -adu•t•en 4M flow is small relative te 
a&:cvmulator and 1HR pumped flow, no large break LOCA penalty is expected.  

For the small break LOCA transient the ECCS flow reduction to the core would 
be less than 10 gpm. The small brao LOCA analysis ii more sensitive to 
reductions in the Charging/SI pumpod flow than the large break LOCA analysis 
because the Charging/SI pump is the only pump which lajects during the small 
break LOCA translent. Since the Chsrging/SI pump is the only pump which 
injects during the small break LOCA transient a reduction In flow from the 
pimp can result in an increased calculated peak clad temperature. Evaluations 
performed on similar plants have shown a peak clad tmpea•ture increase of 
approximately 321F for ECCS flow reductions of this magnitude.  

Note that for secondary side breaks, pump runout is net a Concern, due to 
hi;her RCS backpressure.  

Therefore, it is Westinghouse's j€gent that no afety-relatod equipment 
damage would have occurred, and that the small break LOCA aralysis could incur 
a peak clad temperature Increase of 32F. For ECCS flow reductions of this 
magnitude no increase in the calculated peak clad temperature for the large 
break LOCA analysis is expected.  

Based on the current &oal injection line resistance med In the ECCS 
calculation, the corresponding sesl injection technical specification value 
would be below normal RCP requirements. Therefore, it is unlikely that a 
valid technical specification could be established.



To rectify this situation, Westinghtuse recommends that the Charging/S! ECCS performance be re-calculated based en the current technical specification.  This could be done in conjunction with core re'oad analyses or gome other program to increase ECCS operating flexlbility.  

As noted, a system resistance is calculated b~ased on the actual original Charging/SI pumps runout head/flow, Some uti;itios, have informed Westinghouse that th # resi4tancs is pariodicall) '"Aoreasee This Is doo. Lt restore the original runout flow after a degradation In the pump head, By reducing .overall system resistance, a resultin; decrease in the flow delivered to the Core could result for some LOCAs, 

The reason for this effect Is somewaet subtle. The system resistance is recuced by decreasing Injection line resistance (using the throttle valves).  For somA small break LOCAt, two linem delivor flow to tJe core it the prevailing RCS pressure, and one lire spills to containient pressure. The flow In each branch line is proportional to the square root of differential head divided by branch line resistarce. The spilling line has a significant differential head (essentially pump d'scharge pressure less containment pressure). Thus as the injection line resistance Is docreased, flow out of the spilling line increases, and the flow through the iijection lines decreases, relative to the original system resistance, 
An s3sessment of the effect of representative flow reduictions was performed in conijunction with issue 3. Refer to that discission for possible LOCA analyses 
impact.  

To insure the validity of the ECCS flow performance assumptions, the hydraulic, resistance associated with the Chargirg/Sl pump runout conditions lited previously should be confirmed. If the resistance is lower, it should be restcred to maintain the validity of the ECCS analyses or the effect on the LOCA analyses should be determined.  

ISSUE 3 
The current Westinghouse ECCS flow Calcutations assume that the flow through each Charging/SI pump branch line it within 10 gpm of each other with no backoressure. However, it is known that many plants operate with higher, allowed imbalance in these branch l'res. If not supported by an analysis, this additional branch line imbalance could result in increased spill flow and decreased flow injected to the core.  
If the total system resistance is avLumed to be constant and if the line aseumed to spill has a decraaead resistanee (from that assumed in the analvsis), then the Injecting hies miust have an tncreesed roOiStance, This results in decreased flow injected to the core and increased spill flow. The relative decrease in injected flow "s greater +or the imall break LOCA than for the large break LOCA. This is because RCS backpressure is higher for small breaks, resulting in higher purp discharge pressure. This forces proportionally more flow out the Iptm spilling, to containment pressure.



To assess the potential combined efFect of items Z and S it was assumed 
that the maximum flow imbalance bet"Ofen the Charging/St lines was equal to or 
less than 10 gpm. It was also assumad that the maximum pump degradation was 
equa! to or less than 5 percent of Zhe design pump head and that the system 
resistances were set at the specifi',d ruiout flow, with a maximum pump 
degradation of 5 percent. These asiumptions reduced the total Charging/S! 
flows as modelled in a representatii* LOA anaylsi. by as much as 8 percent, 
The impact for North AnnA would be l,)ss, sinot gp Imbalance h beent 
incorporated in the current calculations, 

A representative evaluation of the effect of the reduced ECCS flows due to 
Chargimg/Sl line imbalance and redu:md system resistanCe Dn the large break 
LOCA anal sis was performed. Typicsily it is assumed that the ECCS pumped 
flow spil s to 0 psig containment pressure. Howeveo.r calculated Containment 
pressura during a large break LOCA transient is significantly higher. If 
credit is taken for the the higher calculated containment pressure the flow 
redu:tlon in HMSI and char9ing/Sl pumps will be more than corrpensated for by 
the increase in Injected RKR flow. Thus TO increass in the calculated peak 
clad temperature is expected.  

An assessment of the effect of the reduced charging/Sl flow was also made for 
the small break LOCA trans 4ent. It was determined that flow reductions of 
this magnitude have resulted in small break LOCA peak clad temperature 
penalties of approximately 881F for similar plants Again, because 10 gom 
flow imbalance is already consideriC, the PCT penalty due only to reduced 
resistance is expected to be lower.  

There are several alternatives if your plant is operating outside of a 10 gpm 
balance for injection lines for the Char;ing/Sl pumps.  

1) Restore flow balance such that flows are within 10 gpm In each 
systems' branch line, with ri b~ckpressure.  

2) A test procedure can be developed to allow larger imbalances. This 
would be done by decreasing the amount the pumps could degrade. This 
would insure that the currant ECCS flow performance is met.  

3) A third option, which could be done in conjunction with relatxing 
system resistance requiremants, would be to develop revised EMS flow 
performance, based on a higher selected branch imbalance. This new 
ECCS perforance would have to be included in your LOCA analyses.  

CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, three issues have been discussed which could reauce the ECCS flow 
delivered to the core in the event of a LOCA. The amount of flow degradation 
and ultimate PCT effect depends or thi actual plant configuration.  

Issue I diacuasad how actual plain coal ino•othn flow, May vary f om that 
assumed in the generation of !CCS flows as used in the LOCA analyses. In 
developing the ECCS flows for the North Anna Units I 4nd 2 licensing basis 
LOCA analyses it was assumed that the seal injection flow at runout conditions 
was 65 gpm which is inconsistent with the 30 gpm seal injection flow limit



at normal RCS pressure. An 8ssosimelt of the discrepancy was made on a representative basis which determined that the small break LOCA analysis reswlts could incur a penalty of 32*P. Since the flow reduction associated 
wiLh th4i isguo is relatively emall, no large broak LCCA ponalty is expatted.  Westinghouse reconmmends that the Charging/Sy ECCS flow rates be calculated to 
quarntify the effect.  

Issues 2 and 3 discussed how total system resistance and injection line Imbalance may vary from that ass.ired in the generation of ECCS flow as used 
in the LOCA analyses. For North Anna Units I and 2 the current licensing 
basis LOCA analysis is based on ICC$ flows which were developed using the 
following assumptions: 

Charging/St pump runout head/flo* 6 2850 ft/650 gpm 

Charging/si injection line flow imbalance • 10 gpm 

Charging/Sl pump degradation a 25O ft 

Because Westinghouse does not have plant Specific data on the above listed parameters, It was not possible to generate a bounding peak clad temperature 
penalty. However, in order to assess the magnitude of posaible peak clad temp trature effects, Westinghouse performed an evaluation on a representative 
basis.  

ECCS flows were developed using the assumPtions of a maximum flow imbalance of 10 pnm and that system resistance vas set at the speclfied runout flow with a ma• Imum pump degradation of 5 percent. If for North Anna Units 1 and 2 the 
actual ECCS configuration Is Within these assumptions, then the PCT penalty.  for the small break L0MA analysis will be on the order of 880F with no expected penalty for the large break LOCA analysis, If the actual palnt 
configuration is not within the asiwnptions discussed abov, the peak clad 
temperature penalties may be larger.  

To insure the ECCS flow performance assumptions are met, the hydraulic r-..•tanco associated with the Chargi'g/Si pump runeut conditi6ns listed 
previously should be confirmed. If the resistance is lower, it should be 
rtstored or the affect on the LOCA analyses should be determined.  
As ;,reviously mentioned, there are several alternatives If your plant is operating outside of a 10 gpm balance for the Charging/I injection lines.  

1) Restore flow balance such :hat flows are within 10 gpm in each' 
systems' branch line, with no backpressure, 

2) A test procedure can be dayeloped to allow small imbalances. This 
would be done by decreasing the amount the PuMP$ could degrade. This would insure that the currint ECCS flow performance iS e•t, 

3) A third option, which coull be done in conjunction with relaxing 
system resistance requiremants, would be to develop revised ECCS flow 
performance, based on a selected branch imbalance. This new ECCS 
performance would have to ie Included in your LOCA analyses.



In conclusion, WestipghoLse rec:rsrds that you review your plant configuration, to insure that it is consistent ik.it ECCS analyses a1euntic••, In the longer term, you may want to corsider addir; operaticnel flexibility.


